
The sit-stand accessory that  
educates, reminds & reports

EDUCATE
SmartLegs helps users learn how to set 
proper sitting and standing heights and 
when to transition between sitting and 
standing based on their personal profile.

REMIND
SmartLegs reminds users when it is time 
to transition using desktop or mobile 
alerts based on their custom plan.

REPORT
SmartLegs provides users with daily, 
weekly and monthly performance 
reports designed to encourage usage 
and improve health, wellness and 
productivity.

Every SmartLegs unit is equipped with built-in 
technology that allows your height-adjustable 
desk to be paired with software that improves 
usage and delivers documented health benefits.*

INTRODUCING
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* certified by The Validation Institute 



SmartLegs by LifeDesk easily transforms virtually 
any desk or office system into a height-adjustable 
workstation that improves health and productivity. 
Simply slide the SmartLegs under your existing work 
surface and pair the legs with the desktop or mobile 
app to begin discovering the health benefits of proper 
desk heights for both sitting and standing. 

For about the same price as an above-desk unit, 
you can transform your existing desk into an 
easy-to-use electric workstation that adjusts at 
the push of a button, providing you a proper 
ergonomic posture in both sitting and standing 
positions.

Easily transform your desk into a  
height-adjustable “smart” workstation

Which would you prefer?

Employee usage 
EXCEEDS 85%

Employees take 3.4 
fewer breaks per day 

due to discomfort

of users have more 
energy at work

of users are more 
engaged

of users have greater 
job satisfaction

Out of 100 active software users

The data shows that your sit-stand workstation powered by SmartLegs can 
result in an additional 147 hours of productivity per year by reducing the 
number of breaks taken each day due to physical discomfort. 

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

147 Hours

85% 3.4 64% 58%
PROVEN RESULTS

48%

30-MINUTE INSTALLATION

AFFORDABLE



AFFORDABLE

You can test  SmartLegs Enterprise using your people and your data. Order a small 
quantity of units under our SmartLegs Pilot Program and we will educate the users on 
product use, define your test protocols, set up user groups and report the results.

By
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ENHANCE EMPLOYEE WELLNESS 

SEE FOR YOURSELF

603-493-6882  thelifedesk.com

A wellness solution that engages at-risk employees to 
improve health and productivity through better sit-stand 
habits and posture change while they work!

Providing sit-stand workstations to employees 
does not guarantee they will use them or use 
them properly. SmartLegs by LifeDesk, designed to 
track metrics and educate employees, also allows 
organizations to monitor desk usage and engage 
participating employees through Enterprise level 
reporting and goal-setting.

SmartLegs is available in 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-leg 
configurations. Additionally, to maximize your  
sit-stand range, we offer SmartLegs-ER™.  
SmartLegs-ER is an industry-leading, extended-
range sit-stand workstation capable of 
accommodating over 99% of the working 
population according to ergonomic standards  
(Individuals from 4’10” to 6’7” sitting or standing).

ALSO AVAILABLE



SmartLegs-2

Height Range 26.5” to 46” (Plus Top)  
With optional Height Extender 30” to 49.5” (Plus Top)

Weight Capacity 350 pounds

Travel Speed 1.3” per Second

SmartLegs-2-ER

Height Range 21” to 46.5” (Plus Top) 
With optional Height Extender 24.5” to 50.0” (Plus Top)

Weight Capacity 350 pounds

Travel Speed 1.5” per Second

Maximum Top Width Size 36” (with Short Brackets) up to 96”; Supports 
Extended Corner designs up to 36” ;Worksurfaces 
>60” we recommend an additional support bar

Foot 23.5” or 27.5”

Color Black RAL 9005, Silver RAL 9006 or White RAL 9016

Standard CE

ISO 9001 Certified Quality

ISO 14001 Certified Environment

Manufacturing Practices Toyota Production System and 5S

Load Capacity Push (N) 800

Input (VDC) 24

Overload Protection Integrated in appropriate Control-Box

Duty Cycle 10%, max, 2min. continuous use

Tube Material Steel

Operating Temperature +5⁰C to +40⁰C

SmartLegs™ specially designed heavy-weight feet act as stabilizers to minimize 
workstation wobble when the legs are extended in the standing position.  

SPECIFICATIONS
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Additional Features

• Handset with 4 programmable settings
• Optional 1 touch and move functionality
• Anti-collision with auto-reverse

formerly LD2-80

formerly LD2-98


